
Fall Quarter 2017, WRIT WRIT 1133 Writing and Research Section 7
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 15 possible respondents.

70%20%10%0%0%0%5.690%10Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

55%27%9%9%0%0%5.2782%11The instructor provided feedback in a timely manner. (Campbell)13

64%18%18%0%0%0%5.4582%11The instructor showed a commitment to my development as a writer. (Campbell)12

36%27%36%0%0%0%564%11Overall, this is an excellent course.10

36%36%27%0%0%0%5.0973%11I learned a great deal in this course.9

27%27%27%9%0%9%4.4555%11The other students in the course contributed to my learning.8

45%27%27%0%0%0%5.1873%11The physical environment of the classroom helped me learn.7

18%36%45%0%0%0%4.7355%11The course was intellectually challenging.6

18%27%36%18%0%0%4.4545%11I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

55%27%18%0%0%0%5.3682%11I revised papers after receiving feedback from the professor or my peers.4

36%36%27%0%0%0%5.0973%11The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking and analysis.3

27%55%18%0%0%0%5.0982%11The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

45%45%9%0%0%0%5.3691%11I completed a substantial amount of writing in this course.1
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NQuestion Text

The course was fun and educational. I really learned a lot and I'm glad i did take the courseCampbell

Fun as professor and easy to talk to.Campbell

She really cares for her students. Even when I felt lost I would come to her office hours and if there was any confusion, she would clear it all up for me very quickly.Campbell

Dr. Campbell is awesome and gets what teaching is about.Campbell

Dr. Campbell was so kind and funny! She did her best to make this course really interesting even though the required assignments from the writing program seem
arbitrary.

Campbell

She is a very good perfessor, she helped me a lot that gave me some advices when I start to write essays. Also she would give me useful feedback to let me revise
the essay.

Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

Sometimes It was difficult to understand what exactly we had to do for various paper but Professor Campbell helped a great deal whenever I went into office hours

It's perfect.

The course assignments are tedious and it is not immediately apparent how the course is actually helpful to students who are already proficient writers.

It’s good enough!

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Fall Quarter 2017, WRIT FSEM 1111 First Year Seminar Section 27
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 18 possible respondents.

13%7%0%27%13%40%2.620%15 the process of creating the ePortfolio was a valuable learning experience. (Campbell)21

73%27%0%0%0%0%5.73100%15Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)18

62%23%15%0%0%0%5.4685%13
My first-year seminar instructor showed interest in my academic progress and plans.
(Campbell)

17

67%27%7%0%0%0%5.693%15My first-year seminar instructor was easy to contact outside of class. (Campbell)16

67%20%13%0%0%0%5.5387%15My first-year seminar instructor was readily available to meet with me.  (Campbell)15

67%33%0%0%0%0%5.67100%15My first-year seminar instructor was helpful as a mentor. (Campbell)14

67%20%13%0%0%0%5.5387%15
My first-year seminar instructor provided advising to prepare me for winter quarter
registration. (Campbell)

13

80%13%7%0%0%0%5.7393%15Overall, this is an excellent course.11

53%27%13%7%0%0%5.2780%15I learned a great deal in this course.10

67%27%7%0%0%0%5.693%15The course experience enhanced my respect for multiple perspectives.9

79%21%0%0%0%0%5.79100%14The course experience provided an inclusive environment for learning.8

36%21%36%7%0%0%4.8657%14Presentation and argument at a college level was emphasized in my first-year seminar.7

67%27%7%0%0%0%5.693%15Critical thinking at a college level was emphasized in my first-year seminar.6

40%40%13%7%0%0%5.1380%15Quantitative reasoning at a college level was emphasized in my first-year seminar.5

53%40%7%0%0%0%5.4793%15Writing at a college level was emphasized in my first-year seminar.4

40%40%20%0%0%0%5.280%15
The academic skills that I gained in this course will help me to be more successful in
future courses at DU.

3

13%40%47%0%0%0%4.6753%15I found this course to be academically challenging.2

20%47%7%13%13%0%4.4767%15I did my part to learn as much as possible in this course.1
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NQuestion Text

It's an interesting subject that the instructor clearly has a lot of passion for. We never really stayed on one subject for longer than we needed to and the way we went
through subjects made sense. The feedback I got on my assignments was incredibly helpful.

Campbell

Everything about the instructor was awesomeCampbell

Professor was always willing to talk about anything, and I felt really comfortable being in the class. She graded fairly and was interested in the learning of her
students.

Campbell

she really cares and listens to her students. explains the lesson very wellCampbell

Question: What are the strengths of the course and instructor?

I loved it. I looked forward to coming this class because it was a time to express our views and discuss course material. Also helped to learn more about the culture
and different aspects of a subject

Would recommend it

I enjoyed the topic of the FSEM, struggled a bit with reflections

It was fun and I learned a lot. The assignments were always challenging but not too difficult or stressful and I always got really helpful feedback. While making the
movie is fun, it would be nice if the groups were smaller. Even then, I would have perfered to learn more about zombies and surviving the apolcolypse instead.

GREAT

good

This course was an extremely fun class to take, but it was almost a review of the writing skills I learned in high school. We also skipped around from learning
material related to the course and writing reflections that had nothing to do with the subject matter. It would have been beneficial to make the class more cohesive.

I think this is an excellent course

nothing

Question: Overall, how would you evaluate this course?

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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No, it didn't help me with anything and I don't plan on touching it after this quarterCampbell

No because we will most likely not use them again and no one will see them anyway unless we tell them we made one the only things we would post are
assignments from class but not use outside

Campbell

No they seem pointless and take to much timeCampbell

I don't think it's necessary to creat e an e-portfolio because there's no purpose to it . I don't think I will be using it for my future resume.Campbell

It interrupted the class and it was kind of tedious to write reflections. I feel like I do that normally in my own time. I also don't see how I'm going to use it in the
future. It was an interesting idea, but I don't see how it relates to my major as an accountant.

Campbell

No I didn't like the ePortfolio at allCampbell

No. I still don't understand how they benefit me. Is it supposed to be an organization thing, having all my stuff im the same spot? I can handle that on my own. Is it
about presenting myself? The instructor told us that high-up people might see them, but then what? It doesn't sound like anyone would ever contact us about our
portfolios or ask questions. The assignments related to our portfolios were nice, but I don't see the point of making a public blog for them.

Campbell

 No . They were terrible.Campbell

no. waste of timeCampbell

It didn’t seem to help or be important at allCampbell

Question: should all FSEM classes require an ePortfolio? Why or why?

dont do portfolio, saw it as a waste and not something to learn from make us get off our computers when don't need them cause we all get distracted talk more about
the relevance of books to movies

Campbell

None i can think ofCampbell

Maybe being a little more strict on class attendance, lack of attendance seemed to hinder some class activitiesCampbell

I would perfer if we were doing something other than the movie. It doesn't really seem to have much to do with anything we learned and groups are kind of large. If
we weren't limited to just film, but we could make things comics or short stories or guides instead and there were 3 or 4 groups instead of two, that would be neat. It
would have been nice just to read and discuss more of World War Z and surviving the apocolypse.

Campbell

GCampbell

E portfolioCampbell

There’s a lot of unnecessary writing in my opinionCampbell

I suggest organizing the course a little better so the reflections and writing assignments not related to the course don't interrupt the learning of the students. I also
had a considerably more amount of work in this class than I had for any of my other courses, which isn't necessarily a bad thing.

Campbell

I don't have any improvements or suggestionsCampbell

nothingCampbell

Question: What are the weaknesses of the course and instructor? What improvements can you suggest?

Keeps you intrested during classCampbell

interested in our views showed material relating to us and our interests (films/ books) helped us to think about subjects through writing logs let us to revisions to get
better grades I liked the films we had to made to show what we learned

Campbell

She really seems like she cares about everyone's success as well as health. Mom 2.0Campbell

JCamp rulesCampbell

fair and strongCampbell
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Winter Quarter 2018, WRIT WRIT 1122 Rhetoric and Academic Writing Section 18
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 16 possible respondents.

60%40%0%0%0%0%5.6100%10Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

40%0%50%10%0%0%4.740%10The instructor provided feedback in a timely manner. (Campbell)13

80%20%0%0%0%0%5.8100%10The instructor showed a commitment to my development as a writer. (Campbell)12

70%30%0%0%0%0%5.7100%10Overall, this is an excellent course.10

30%70%0%0%0%0%5.3100%10I learned a great deal in this course.9

40%40%20%0%0%0%5.280%10The other students in the course contributed to my learning.8

70%10%20%0%0%0%5.580%10The physical environment of the classroom helped me learn.7

60%40%0%0%0%0%5.6100%10The course was intellectually challenging.6

20%70%0%10%0%0%590%10I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

60%10%30%0%0%0%5.370%10I revised papers after receiving feedback from the professor or my peers.4

78%11%11%0%0%0%5.6789%9The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking and analysis.3

50%40%0%10%0%0%5.390%10The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

40%50%0%0%10%0%5.190%10I completed a substantial amount of writing in this course.1
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Two

NQuestion Text

Great teaching method, responsible for the students, having patient with helping students with their essays.Campbell

She is very understanding and caring. She sends emails to students who miss a few days. She knows a few of my personal problems. She’s a good friend and a good
professor.

Campbell

The course was interesting and well paced with lots of time for feedback and revision.Campbell

She is kind and helped students in every possible way. Dr. Campbell's main strength in my opinion is that she is humorous and makes the class lively wit her jokes
and she is very interactive.

Campbell

Dr. Campbell is a great professor, I like how she cares about the students' development and helps the students improve.Campbell

Dr. Campbell was always willing to help. She wants everyone to succeed. She helped the understanding and comprehension of rhetorical situations easy.Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

N/A

I think that the best way to improve this course is to make the writing prompts more open ended

honestly there is nothing to improve for this course as we had a great respectful atmosphere and i had a blast in taking this course.

Workshops that are open-ended. So instead of being forced to stay in the class to do work, we are able to come in for help. I can't get work done in 30 minutes in a
small group that I am friends with. I believe that there needs to be more of a structure for Writing Logs and an actual rubric of how writing logs should be done and
are graded.

n/a The course material was laid out. Each assignment and grading was clear.

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Winter Quarter 2018, WRIT WRIT 1122 Rhetoric and Academic Writing Section 57
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 15 possible respondents.

80%13%7%0%0%0%5.7393%15Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

57%21%14%7%0%0%5.2979%14The instructor provided feedback in a timely manner. (Campbell)13

93%7%0%0%0%0%5.93100%15The instructor showed a commitment to my development as a writer. (Campbell)12

67%27%7%0%0%0%5.693%15Overall, this is an excellent course.10

33%47%7%13%0%0%580%15I learned a great deal in this course.9

27%47%7%13%7%0%4.7373%15The other students in the course contributed to my learning.8

47%40%0%13%0%0%5.287%15The physical environment of the classroom helped me learn.7

33%47%20%0%0%0%5.1380%15The course was intellectually challenging.6

27%33%20%7%13%0%4.5360%15I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

50%29%14%7%0%0%5.2179%14I revised papers after receiving feedback from the professor or my peers.4

40%40%20%0%0%0%5.280%15The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking and analysis.3

40%47%13%0%0%0%5.2787%15The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

47%47%7%0%0%0%5.493%15I completed a substantial amount of writing in this course.1
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NQuestion Text

Dr. Campbell is a very dedicated teacher who always tries to help out her students in any way that she can. There were many circumstances that I would come to her
for help and she never hesitated to calm my nerves or answer questions. I appreciated her a lot as a teacher.

Campbell

I enjoyed the activities and the style of the class. I liked that there was a lot of freedom when it came to the topics we could write about.Campbell

She is very sweet and easy to approach for help. I have learned a lot through her that will benefit me in the long run.Campbell

Professor Campbell is very passionate about her class and does an amazing job at helping students to improve on their writing. She genuinely wants everyone to
learn and the class becomes a great environment to do so. The conferences were extremely helpful and definitely impacted my writing in a positive way.

Campbell

The amount of nit-picking on our writing assignments allowed us to excel a great deal and develop as writers. It also showed a high level of commitment to what
she teaches which personally rubs off on what I felt about the course.

Campbell

Meetings were very helpful and insightful, they always helped me improve my writing and it was nice how available she was for help.Campbell

Gives great feedback, and she always has a productive class.Campbell

Dr. Campbell is clearly passionate about writing and teaching. She has a lot of energy and is very personable.Campbell

She is awesome at giving feedback and always has office hours which is great. She also gives us time in class to work on stuff we need to do for this class so we can
ask questions. Overall, she is a great teacher and loved having her as my professor.

Campbell

I think that the instructor is approachable and genuinely cares about how the students do in her class. She is more concerned about creating effective writers rather
than what grade they receive on a paper, and thus makes her a likable and arguably more effective professor.

Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

No improvements needed, I loved this class

I would suggest smaller assignments more often rather than the style of a few large assignments, but overall the class goes very well.

A little more written direction on a few of the assignments would have been nice, sometimes finding resources on canvas was tough but it wasn't usually too big of a
problem

none.

M/A

More time in between assignments. I felt like assignments approached very quickly after we had just finished one.

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Winter Quarter 2018, WRIT WRIT 1622 Advanced Rhetoric and Writing Section 1
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 16 possible respondents.

93%0%7%0%0%0%5.8693%14Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

53%33%13%0%0%0%5.487%15The instructor provided feedback in a timely manner. (Campbell)13

93%0%0%7%0%0%5.893%15The instructor showed a commitment to my development as a writer. (Campbell)12

47%47%7%0%0%0%5.493%15Overall, this is an excellent course.10

40%40%20%0%0%0%5.280%15I learned a great deal in this course.9

33%27%27%7%7%0%4.7360%15The other students in the course contributed to my learning.8

53%33%13%0%0%0%5.487%15The physical environment of the classroom helped me learn.7

20%67%7%7%0%0%587%15The course was intellectually challenging.6

13%0%53%27%7%0%3.8713%15I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

47%40%13%0%0%0%5.3387%15I revised papers after receiving feedback from the professor or my peers.4

57%36%7%0%0%0%5.593%14The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking and analysis.3

60%27%13%0%0%0%5.4787%15The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

53%47%0%0%0%0%5.53100%15I completed a substantial amount of writing in this course.1

Str
Agree

Agree
Agree
More

Disagree
More

Disagree
Str

Disagree
Avg

Top
Two

NQuestion Text

Provide more clear instructions on assignment rubrics. There were times when I didn't know what exactly I was supposed to be doing with an assignmentCampbell

Makes writing fun! Provides excellent feedback on workCampbell

I loved Dr. Campbell. It really seemed like she took the time to get to know each one of us and our writing styles. She asked us for a lot of feedback too, so it was a
two-way street that facilitated a wonderful learning environment. She also added studio time into almost every class where we could work on what we needed to,
and could receive immediate feedback! Overall, I loved her course and would highly recommend it to anyone looking for an advanced writing class.

Campbell

I really appreciated this course, although writing is not my most favorite subject it was very helpful to be assigned some of the writing pieces that are actually
applicable in the real work and be able to get feedback on them. Professor Campbell is very caring, fun, and honest with students which I really appreciated.

Campbell

Professor Campbell is the best professor I've had so far. She really cares about her students and works one on one to ensure the best quality of work.Campbell

Professor Campbell is a wonderful teacher. I know that every day i can walk into my 10am and know something enjoyable will come out of the class that day. With
constant celebration of the International ____ Day She makes a class that has not that exciting of material to be a blast. Professor Campbell is very open, allowing
her students to connect with her and her passion for civil engagement and easily understand what is required of them. She does a great job in providing strong
feedback, and is always available when a student wants to go over a draft.

Campbell

Dr. Campbell honestly cares about her students. She has an extremely positive attitude and is very easy to approach with any questions.Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

Place a little less emphasis on peer reviewing. Peers often wouldn't provide useful feedback (and a few times just didn't give any feedback at all).

Make sure the dates for when everything is due is very clear. I got confused a few times. I was also very confused about the format situation for the pitch memo,
clarifying that would be helpful.

Definitely continue with the one-on-one and group conferences. Those were super helpful. I definitely feel like a more general description in person of what each
writing assignment consists of would be helpful. It occasionally felt like we were either thrown right into an assignment or immediately started discussing specifics
of the assignment and the general idea of it was lost.

More Organized

I think going over assignment expectations in class would help in addition to reading them online.

The course itself (Writ 1622) was just not that challenging of a course. It did not get me excited or academically involved as personally, even though i understand
the importance, learning about rhetoric is rather boring.

My only suggestion would be to make sure you explain each assignment more. Reading the document on canvas always leaves questions even though half of us are
too shy to admit it.

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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I think the instructor did a wonderful job of keeping the classroom upbeat and focused. She really did a wonderful job of describing exactly what we had to do
clearly and always being there to help out.

Campbell

Super enthusiastic! Love it! Did a very great job at involving the students into the class each day.Campbell

Dr. Campbell always went out of her way to provide us with opportunities to engage in the curriculum and to apply our own interests to the curriculum. She showed
up every class with a positive attitude and a genuine excitement for the material that always carried over to the students. She is by far one of the best professors I
have ever had!

Campbell

In recent years, I haven't felt like a writing class has truly helped me develop as a writer, until this course. I firmly believe that Dr. Campbell put in significant effort
to ensure the learning and success of all students in this class. I especially appreciated how she blocked out time to hold one-on-one conferences with each student
as well as some group conferences to ensure that we were on track with our work and could easily address any concerns. She is not only a strong professor, but also
a very approachable and generous person, making it easy to go to her for help understanding a writing assignment, advice on how to further advance our writing, or
any other issue. Finally, Dr. Campbell cares about the health of her students as much as the quality of their learning and work. She goes out of her way to ensure that
students are having an enjoyable experience in the class and in college as a whole. She aims to keep her classroom a stress free environment in order to ensure that
we get the most out of time here. Overall, Dr. Campbell has been one of the best professors I have had in my time at DU so far.

Campbell
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SPRING QUARTER 2018, WRIT WRIT 1133 Writing and Research Section 26
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 15 possible respondents.

91%9%0%0%0%0%5.91100%73%11Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

91%9%0%0%0%0%5.91100%73%11
The instructor provided feedback in a timely
manner. (Campbell)

13

91%9%0%0%0%0%5.91100%73%11
The instructor showed a commitment to my
development as a writer. (Campbell)

12

91%0%9%0%0%0%5.8291%73%11Overall, this is an excellent course.10

36%55%9%0%0%0%5.2791%73%11I learned a great deal in this course.9

36%36%0%18%9%0%4.7373%73%11
The other students in the course contributed to my
learning.

8

55%36%0%0%9%0%5.2791%73%11
The physical environment of the classroom helped
me learn.

7

27%36%36%0%0%0%4.9164%73%11The course was intellectually challenging.6

55%27%9%9%0%0%5.2782%73%11I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

55%36%0%9%0%0%5.3691%73%11
I revised papers after receiving feedback from the
professor or my peers.

4

45%55%0%0%0%0%5.45100%73%11
The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking
and analysis.

3

55%36%9%0%0%0%5.4591%73%11The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

36%55%9%0%0%0%5.2791%73%11
I completed a substantial amount of writing in this
course.

1

Str AgreeAgree
Agree
More

Disagree
More

DisagreeStr DisagreeAvgTop TwoRRNQuestion Text

At times the course material can be a bit dry.

I think it would be beneficial to conference papers in class with other students.

N/A

none

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Very insightful and caring. It was nice to have a teacher that I felt like supported me outside and inside the classroom.Campbell

Dr. Campbell is very understanding and gives you the feedback you need and tries to help as much as possible. You can tell she really cares about what
you're learning and wants you to get the best out of this course.

Campbell

She provided a very warm learning environment, which made the class more engaging. Also, I liked her grading system immensely because it took a lot of
stress off my back. I also learned a lot in this course without even realizing it, which is super cool

Campbell

The course is engaging and encourages participation. The instructor is open, energetic, and responsive.Campbell

This class helped me improve in both my academic and popular writing styles. The professor was extremely helpful in giving me feedback and teaching me
how to write effectively. My least stressful class overall because the professor was very understanding and helped me do my best in each of my writings. I
not only learned how to better my writing, I also learned how to destress and how to obtain happiness. I never dreaded coming to class because she was able
to make them fun and help me learn.

Campbell

I really liked how Professor Campbell showed that she truly cared about her students through offering DU's resources for students and being able to be
flexible if an issue came up. Also I liked the grading system in this class. The grading system allowed students to challenge themselves in a way that left it up
to the students.

Campbell

Professor Campbell creat ed a warm and open environment in the class, I never felt like I couldn't speak up in class, and was always comfortable walking
into office hours with whatever questions I might have had.

Campbell

I have taken Dr. Campbell's course both quarters now and she is an AMAZING teacher. She really cares about her students with the amount of office hours
she has and how she responds to all emails. She also is very helpful and understanding person. She's not one one of those professors who just go in and out of
the lecture. She has truly taught me how to become a better writer and has shown me a great deal. Overall, she makes this course awesome.

Campbell

she was very involved in the students' lives she made time to meet with me and worked out issues very helpful feedback considered our mental health when
assigning homework approachable

Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

I think there could have been time to fit in another writing assignment. I think it would've been fun to do a personal thing about happiness.

None

None
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SPRING QUARTER 2018, WRIT WRIT 1133 Writing and Research Section 61
Instructor: Campbell, Jennifer (Primary)

University of Denver

There were: 16 possible respondents.

87%13%0%0%0%0%5.87100%94%15Overall, this is an effective instructor.  (Campbell)14

60%27%13%0%0%0%5.4787%94%15
The instructor provided feedback in a timely
manner. (Campbell)

13

87%13%0%0%0%0%5.87100%94%15
The instructor showed a commitment to my
development as a writer. (Campbell)

12

64%29%0%7%0%0%5.593%88%14Overall, this is an excellent course.10

47%47%7%0%0%0%5.493%94%15I learned a great deal in this course.9

29%57%14%0%0%0%5.1486%88%14
The other students in the course contributed to my
learning.

8

43%29%21%0%0%7%4.9371%88%14
The physical environment of the classroom helped
me learn.

7

40%33%13%13%0%0%573%94%15The course was intellectually challenging.6

33%33%33%0%0%0%567%94%15I had a strong interest in taking this course.5

60%20%20%0%0%0%5.480%94%15
I revised papers after receiving feedback from the
professor or my peers.

4

47%33%20%0%0%0%5.2780%94%15
The course enhanced my skills of critical thinking
and analysis.

3

53%47%0%0%0%0%5.53100%94%15The course enhanced my writing abilities.2

67%33%0%0%0%0%5.67100%94%15
I completed a substantial amount of writing in this
course.

1

Str AgreeAgree
Agree
More

Disagree
More

DisagreeStr DisagreeAvgTop TwoRRNQuestion Text

More feedback on writing

great class

Focus on writing throughout the quarter and not cram the research project to the last minute.

Question: Please write any suggestions for improving the course

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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This course is full of practical knowledge and tips and the instructor is supportive, understanding, and overwhelmingly helpful.Campbell

Dr. Campbell really cares about her students and takes the time to make sure we feel comfortable with assignments and understand requirements. Her canvas
site is extremely useful and it shows that she puts a lot of work into organizing her class.

Campbell

She was always willing to help and make time for you. She always got our work back to us in a faster time than any of my other teachers and sometimes it
was delayed but even then it was still faster and with a valid excuse.

Campbell

It is clear that she puts way more work into this class than any of us. She is always organized, energetic, and driven. She is empathetic and understanding.
When I signed up for this class I didn't even read the course description i just searched campbell and hit add.

Campbell

She's awesome. Wish I could take her againCampbell

Jennifer Campbell is a great professor. She genuinely cares about her students and every assignment is made clear on expectations. Overall I really enjoyed
her writing class.

Campbell

Helped all of her students equallyCampbell

I really like how she always had feedback, even on the little things like the writing log, because the feedback shows that she was actually reading it, unlike
some other professors who only read the big assignments. It shows that she cares about her work of her students and the quality of her teaching.

Campbell

Would respond to papers in less than 48 hours. I felt comfortable enough to seek help when needed and the help given always helped me grow as a writerCampbell

Prof. Campbell really cares about her students and does take an interest in helping you do your absolute best and will work with you if you have any
problems or anything like that.

Campbell

Very involved with her studentsCampbell

great teacher and great classCampbell

Dr. Campbell showed a great deal of care for her students and wanted everyone to succeed. Her class was well-structured, and she made an effort to make
sure everyone understood what was going on.

Campbell

Question: Please write about the strengths of the course or the instructor.

Only thing is this class needs a better classroom, this classroom does help show that happiness depends on the environment that you are in and this
environment is really bad.

Check point grades instead of just saying to do the work in class, have each of us show you our work in class and get a preliminary grade to keep us
accountable for when its officially due.

a little confused when assignments were due

Finding a better classroom that always has a working projector with windows or something so it doesn't feel like you're trapped in a concrete room.

Better classrooms! Our room was dark, lacking windows. It made it difficult to feel relaxed. Overall, well structured course

Spending more time explaining all the rhetorical parts of writing because some students come from 1122 classes where they only wrote narrative papers and
didn't go through the rhetoric of writing
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